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In 1954, M. Kac discovered a probabilistic interpretation of a theorem of G. 
Szego for Toeplitz matrices and demonstrated that this theorem can be proved in an 
elementary way by using a combinatorial identity of G. A. Hunt. In this paper 
Hunt’s combinatorial identity is derived from a more general combinatorial result. 
In 1954 M. Kac [3] derived a general formula for--the expectation of the 
maximal partial sum of n interchangeable real random variables. His result 
was motivated by a theorem of G. Szegij [ 51 for Toeplitz matrices and his 
proof is based on a remarkable combinatorial identity of G. A. Hunt. The 
aim of this paper is to show that this identity can be deduced from a more 
general combinatorial result. 
In what follows x,, x, ,..., x, ,... are real numbers and n is a positive 
integer. Let us define 
and 
w,(x, 3 x2 Y--.7 x,) = max(O, x,, x, + x2 ,..., x, + ... + x,) (1) 
z,(x,, X2,..., x,) = ;: x/&x, + 
k:l 
-0. + x/J, (2) 
where 6(x) = 1 if x > 0 and 6(x) = 0 if x < 0. 
From (1) and (2) it follows immediately that 
wn+t(xtY~x,+*) 
= W”(X, ,***, XJ if x, + ... + xn+, < 0, 
= W,(X2,-~rX,+,) +x1 if x,+--.+x,+,>O, 
(3) 
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and 
Zn+1(xl~...r%+J 
= z,(x, ,-**, x,) if x, + ... +x,+, GO, 
= z,(x* I..., xn) + x,, 1 if ~,+.--+x,+~ >O. 
(4) 
Let c, , c2 ,..., c, ,... denote real numbers and let C, be the set of all the n! 
permutations of (c,, c, ,..., c,). Furthermore, let 
and 
W&I ,“*, c,) = {W”(X, ,***, XJ : (x, ,..., x,) E C,} (5) 
Z&I ,-‘*1 c,) = {z&, ,*a*, q) : (x, ,..., x,) E C,}. (6) 
In proving his formula, Kac [3] made use of the observation that the sums 
of the elements in the two sets W, and Z, are equal. This follows from the 
following more general result. 
THEOREM 1. For every n = 1, 2,... and for every choice of the sequence 
c, ) c2 )...) c, I... the two sets WR(c, ,..., c,) and Z,(c, ,..., c,,) contain exactly the 
same elements. 
Proof: If n = 1, then the theorem is true because w,(c,) = max(O, c,) and 
z,(ci) = c, 6(c,) are identical. Let us suppose that the theorem is true .for a 
positive integer n. We prove that it is true for n + 1 too. Thus it follows by 
mathematical induction that the theorem is true for every positive integer n. 
If c, + **a +c “+, < 0 and if (x, ,..., x,, i) is a permutation of (c, ,..., c, + ,), 
then x,+~~~+x,+,=c,+~~~+c,+,~O and 6(x,+...+x,+,)=O. Thus 
by (3) and (4) we have 
wn+l(c,Y’9c,+,)= {w,(x,Y~x”): (x,,...,X,,X,+I)E C,,,} 
and 
&I+ 1(c, 7***7 c,+ I> = {zn(x, 9***7 x,) : (x, ,..*, x,, x,+ 1) E c,, I}, 
and the theorem is true for n + 1 by the induction hypothesis. 
If cl + ... + c,+, > 0 and if (x1 ,..., xn+i) is a permutation of (c ,,..., c,+ i), 
thcnx,+“-+x,+,=c,+...+c,+,>O and 6(x,+-..+x,+,)=l. Thus 
by (3) and (4) we have 
wn+l@I~-*9c”+l)= {w,(x,,*-~&)+x,+, :(X1,“‘,X”,XII+I)ECn+~} 
and 
Zn+I(C1,“‘,Cn+l)=(Zn(X,,...,Xn)+Xn+l :(X,,...,Xn,Xn+,)ECn+,}, 
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and the theorem is true for n + 1 by the induction hypothesis. This completes 
the proof. 
From Theorem 1 it follows that 
7 f(w,(x, Y..., x,1) = 1 f(z,(x, T-*-T X”>)T (7) 
(.‘i I,..... r”)EC. (X,..... X.)EC” 
where j(x) is any function of the real variable x. If, in particular, f(x) = x, 
then we obtain the identity given in the article by Kac [3]. 
Formula (7) has an interesting application in the theory of probability. Let 
us suppose that 6,) <, ,..., r, are interchangeable real random variables, and 
write [,, = 0 and Ck = <, + .a. + & for k = 1, 2 ,..., n. If we replace xk by & in 
(7) for k = 1,2,..., n, and if we form the expectation of (7), then we obtain 
that 
provided that the expectations exist. If f(x) = x in (8), then we get Kac’s 
formula mentioned earlier, namely, 
E{mN,, L ,..., Ml = f i Eli: 1. (9) 
k=l 
Here x’ = max(O, x). In deriving (9) we used 
(10) 
Finally, we give an example. Let us suppose that the random variables 
r,, lz ,..., <, have an n-dimensional normal distribution with E{&} = 0 and 
E(c$}=~ for l<i<nandE{<,<j}=pfor l<i<j<n.Since 
El(t, + L + ... +<,)‘}=n+n(n- l)p>O, (11) 
we have -l/(n - 1) <p < 1. In this case <i, r2,..., C& are interchangeable 
random variables and ck = <, + . . . + rk (1 < k Q n) has a normal 
distribution with E{ck} = 0 and E([i} = k + k(k - 1)~. Thus 
(12) 
and by (9) 
E{max(C,,  ..., C,,)} =L f’ J 
1 + (k- 1)~ 
,/GE, k ’ 
(13) 
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In 195 1, W Feller [ 21 demonstrated that if p = 0, then the left-hand side of 
(13) is asymptotically equal to $%$ as n + 03. In 1953, A. A. Anis and E. 
H. Lloyd [l] proved Eq. (13) for p = 0. In the particular case of 
independent and identitcally distributed random variables (9) was also 
proved by P. T. Strait [4] in 1974. 
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